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Abstract: The article presents an analysis of the implementation of a selected element of the traveler safety
system used in road transport. The results of metallographic tests were presented, and the state of stress
introduced to the casting by means of forming the element by means of plastic forming was analyzed.
An analysis of the manufacturing process was carried out indicating the risks that may lead to cracks in the
material structure. Possible causes of founding defects were pointed out and possible technological solutions
were pointed out in order to avoid them.
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Introduction
The automotive industry is one of the fastest growing industries. Many materials are used in the
production of motor vehicles, among others glass fibers, ceramics, plastics, leather. The leading trend is to
reduce the weight of the entire vehicle to reduce the emission of gaseous pollutants into the atmosphere. The
materials used, despite their high strength, can be machined, which gives great opportunities in the process
of manufacturing components with complex shapes. The use of materials with lower density and increased
strength causes that the target mass of the vehicle decreases, which leads to both reduction of the target
product manufacture costs, reduction of energy consumption of the entire production process, but also to the
comfort of use and ergonomics of the vehicle [7]. As a result, you can increase vehicle performance while
reducing fuel consumption. Combustion of the fuel mixture is one of the factors causing the production of
gaseous pollutants. The main pollutants in the gaseous state are mainly: carbon dioxide CO2, sulfur dioxide
SO2, nitrogen oxide NOx and CnHm hydrocarbons. [10,11]. To meet the needs of users who expect ecological
solutions used in their cars, manufacturers began to gradually use modern materials in their constructions,
among others: reinforced steel, aluminium alloys, magnesium alloys, composites, plastics from
biodegradable materials [15].
Studies of the German foundry industry, which is one of the dominant foundry industries in Europe,
prove that nearly 70% of all products manufactured in this sector are sold in the automotive industry. Car
parts are usually made of aluminium alloys (over 65%), magnesium (19%) and zinc (9%). At the turn of
2016 and 2017, sales and production of castings in German pressure foundries increased in many areas.
According to research conducted in the first three quarters of 2017, the production of aluminium alloy
castings increased by 1.2% (up to 494000 tonnes), magnesium alloys – by 4.5% (up to 13800 tonnes), and
zinc alloys – by 11.6% (up to 47700 tonnes) [3]. It is important that the materials used have a lower weight
and usually better strength properties, but also ensure safety and convenience of use. Ecological issues
remain an additional aspect, i.e. the components or manufacturing techniques used are expected to be
environmentally friendly [4,8,19,20].
The assessment of the safety of use will be carried out on the example of the belt tensioner assembly,
and more specifically on the casting, which is its main part.

Analysis of the seat belt tensioner design
Today, all manufactured vehicles use various solutions that are designed to provide the best protection
to those inside in the event of a road collision. Appropriate seat and head restraint constructions, body
constructions, gas cushions as well as multi-stage restraint systems, i.e. tensioners, are used. The seat belt
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tensioner is an additional or built-in device whose task is to tighten the seat belt webbing in order to reduce
its slack during a collision. Due to various construction solutions, there are piston, ball, rack, Wankel and belt
tensioners. The most popular are two types: ball and piston tensioners.
In the ball tensioner, when activated, the generator activates a set of balls that rotate the spool connected
to the belt pulley. Due to the rotary movement, the belt curls up by a precisely defined section. The balls fall
into the container, excluding causing any damage. [6] In the device shown in figure 1, the energy needed for
movement is transmitted using a gear attached to the belt spool. At the beginning, the balls are in the tube,
at the moment of collision the explosion pushes them out, and then the falling balls set in motion the gear
wheel rigidly connected to the drum on which the belt was wound. As a result of the activation of the
pyrotechnic charge, structural damage may occur, which was a premise to undertake research aimed at
explaining the causes of such damage. Figure 2 shows the elements of the tensioner after activation of the
pyrotechnic charge.

Fig. 1. Construction of a seat belt tensioner [6]

It turns out that as a result of proper operation of the tensioner, the structure of the casting, from which
the body is made, is damaged. The place of damage suggests that this is the result of forces created as a result
of a sharp increase in pressure caused by the explosion of a pyrotechnic charge. In order to clarify the reasons
for such damage, the focus was on analyzing the technological process of manufacturing this element. In
addition, metallographic tests were carried out to identify any material defects.
In order to determine the manufacturing process of the part shown in figure 2, destructive tests were
carried out to show how the pyrotechnic charge was installed in the casting body. Figure 3 shows the cut
element along the object's symmetry axis.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Belt tensioner element: a) no damage b) visible material damage
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Fig. 3. The method of securing the pyrotechnic charge in a cast housing

After examination, it was found that the pyrotechnic charge could be mounted in the body only by
plastic closing of the fastening lock from the upper surface. This suggests that the technological process of
producing the target element requires the use of a casting as a base, then pre-attaching the assembly
responsible for producing the combustion gases of the mixture and in the final stage, as a result of plastic
forming, closing the upper edge of the lock in order to permanently connect all the elements.

Material tests
The first step was to determine the material from which the casting was made. After the inspection,
a material designation was found that corresponds to the ZP0410 zinc alloy according to PN-EN 12844: 2001.
The material properties and chemical composition are given in table I.
Table I. Properties and chemical composition of ZP0410 alloy
Tensile strength Rm [MPa]

330
6.7

Density [g/cm ]
3

379÷388

Fusion range [°C]
Coefficient of thermal expansion [µm*m-1*K-1]
Chemical composition [wt. %]

27
Tin (Sn) ≤ 0.002

Cadmium (Cd) ≤ 0.03

Lead (Pb) ≤ 0.005

Iron (Fe) ≤ 0.005

Magnesium (Mg) 0.025÷0.06

Copper (Cu) <=0.05

Silicon (Si) ≤ 0

Aluminium (Al) 0.7÷1.2

Zinc ‒ the rest

Nickel (Ni) 3.7÷4.3

ZP0410 zinc alloy is a construction material used for high accuracy pressure castings, which confirms
the correct material designation. Surface observations and structure observations were made. A 2% HF, 2%
HNO3, 96% H2O solution was used to digest the samples. Microscopic observations were made using an
Olympus IX70 microscope. Pictures were taken with a camera connected to a computer. Image processing
and preview was available using the analySIS program.
Surface observations showed a number of surface porosity defects (Fig. 4). Particular attention should
be paid to the fact that the defects were present in the entire cross-section examined. The porosity was
characterized by an oval structure typical of defects in the pressure casting process. The largest single void
was 571 μm, while larger clusters consisting of smaller porosities could also be observed.

Fig. 4. Macroscopic observation of casting surface
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Figure 5 presents a view of the cast microstructure obtained after etching. This is a typical structure of
a zinc alloy cast in a pressure machine, which is confirmed by the literature analysis [14]. The material
resulting from the casting designations was thus confirmed by structure testing.

Fig. 5. Microstructure of casting

Numerical model of the process of tightening
the load in the belt tensioner element
In order to determine the internal stress caused by the pyrotechnic charge clamping process, a numerical
model of the clamping process was made in the tensioner body. Simufact.Forming software was used to
make the model. Since the analyzed part of the tensioner body can be roughly treated as axisymmetric, 2Daxisymmetric case studies were performed. The view of the model is shown in figure 6.
All model elements except the tensioner body have been modeled as perfectly rigid bodies. The body
was modeled as elastic-plastic. Reinforcement curves describing the strain-stress relationship are shown in
figure 7.

Fig. 6. View of the model of the pyrotechnic charge clamping in the tensioner body

As a result of calculations, distributions of strains and stresses in the body were obtained after the
shaping tools were withdrawn. Figure 8c shows the distribution of equivalent deformations. Since the
material shows weakness due to plastic deformation (Fig. 7), the area where the greatest deformation
amplitude occurs will be the weakest in the clamping zone. Figures 8a and 8b show stress distribution in the
main directions after unloading the shaped material. In both areas marked with a circle, tensile stress occurs
in both cases. This state of stress will promote the development of a crack, which may occur as a result of the
interaction of the container with the pyrotechnic charge after initiating the belt tensioning process.
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Fig. 7. Strain-plasticizing stress ratio for ZnAl alloy

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 8. Simulation results: a, b) Stress distribution in the main directions after the crimping process and tool retraction;
c) Plastic deformation distribution of the crimping process

Summary and Conclusions
The performed material tests confirmed the correctness of the cast material designation, which was
additionally confirmed by the material structure analysis. The cast was made of zinc alloy marked ZP0410.
Metallographic tests have shown discontinuities in the structure of the entire examined element, which is
characteristic for pressure castings and suggests a high gas content in the mold or metal [2]. Limiting the
degree of porosity can be introduced at the stage of selecting a material for a pressure casting. Literature
analysis confirms that microstructure shaping has a significant impact on the properties of pressure casting.
[9,12,18]. The reason for the cast porosity may be due to the mold’s structure or pressure casting parameters.
Carrying out numerical simulations allows levelling structural errors of the molds [17]. In order to avoid the
gassing of the mold, vacuum systems are used to remove air from the mold’s cavity [13,16].
As a result of the simulation of plastic forming aimed at immobilizing the pyrotechnic charge, it was
demonstrated that during this operation we introduce stresses that favor the formation of cracks due to the
force resulting from the detonation of the charge. In the case of high porosity of the casting and additional
stress, it can be stated that in extreme cases it may lead to cracking of the casting. Analyzing other design
solutions of seat belt tensioners, it has been noticed that a large number of solutions are based on the
elimination of plastic forming by using a nut clamping the pyrotechnic cartridge to the body, which can
significantly reduce the impact of structure porosity on the final strength of the connection. Another method
may be a different technique for making the body, e.g. the use of powder metallurgy [1].
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